Abstract—Software developers around the globe are actively asking a question(s) and sharing solutions to the problems related to software development on Stack Overflow - a social question and answer (Q&A) website. The knowledge shared by software developers on Stack Overflow contains useful information related to software development such as feature requests (functional/non-functional), code snippets, reporting bugs or sentiments. How to extract the functional and non-functional requirements shared by mobile application developers on social/programming Q&A website Stack Overflow has become a challenge and a less researched area. To understand the problems, needs, and trend in the iOS mobile application development, we evaluated the quality requirements or non-functional requirements (NFRs) on Stack Overflow posts. To this end, we applied Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic models, to identify the main topics in iOS posts on Stack Overflow. Besides, we labeled the extracted topics with quality requirements or NFRs by using the wordlists to evaluate the trend, evolution, hot and unresolved NFRs in all iOS discussions. Our findings revealed that the highly frequent topics the iOS developers discussed are related to usability, reliability, and functionality followed by efficiency. Interestingly, the most problematic areas unresolved are also usability, reliability, and functionality though followed by portability. Besides, the evolution trend of each of the six different quality requirements or NFRs over time is depicted through comprehensive visualization.

Index Terms—Non-functional requirements (NFRs), quality requirements, iOS, latent dirichlet allocation (LDA), stack overflow.

I. INTRODUCTION

Requirements Engineering (RE) plays a vital role in the success of any software development process. RE is quite challenging, and there are many activities associated with it that are required to be addressed properly in every software development life cycle. Requirements need to be properly elicited, stated, verified & validated, and maintained as needed [1]-[4]. In the recent years, the RE community started considering the user feedback available on different social media and online platforms as one of the potential sources of user requirements. These social media and online platforms include Stack Overflow Q&A community [5], Twitter, issue tracking systems, and mobile application stores like Google, and Apple [6].

Typically, software requirements are of two types: functional requirements (FRs) and non-functional requirements (NFRs) or quality requirements. Concerning the first type, new FRs can be elicited directly from a user through software feature requests [7]. The second type of software requirements (NFRs or quality requirements) can be extracted from the user content shared on different social media platforms like Stack Overflow Q&A site, Twitter, and feedback on different mobile application stores may be of interest. Since users are directly influenced by different NFRs/quality characteristics, e.g., usability, performance, efficiency, and security. It is highly probable that the content shared on Stack Overflow posts contain statements about mobile application development, tools, and product qualities [6].

The research effort on NFRs or quality requirements is significant, as they are vital to the success of software product development. These NFRs are the architectural drivers [8], and inadequately addressing them will mostly result in project failure and increase in rework cost [1], [4]. Thus, NFRs should be addressed in early stages of any software development to avoid any underlying problems. However, eliciting entirely complete and precise set of NFRs or quality requirements is challenging [9], [10].

The recent years have witnessed an enormous growth in usage of mobile devices. Consequently, this rapid interest has drawn mobile application developers’ attention too recently. The research shows that mobile application development is entirely different from traditional software development due to diversity in development practices, tools, evolving user needs, and platforms [11], [12]. Some of the research studies considered the issues faced by mobile application developers (e.g., [11], [13]-[15]), and others have focused on general software developers issues (e.g. [5], [16]-[19]). However, all of these studies are either too broad or lacks explicitly classification of the iOS mobile application development issues with the ISO9126 quality model.

Thus, in this empirical research study, we set out to determine whether user content shared on Stack Overflow can also be a useful source of statements to support the elicitation of NFRs or quality requirements about mobile application development. We specifically restrict the scope our study to iOS mobile application development only. We have formulated the following research questions which will be addressed in this empirical study:

RQ1: What are the most important non-functional requirements discussed in unanswered iOS Stack Overflow posts?

RQ2: What are the most important non-functional requirements discussed in unanswered iOS Stack Overflow posts?
RQ3: What is the trend of the non-functional requirements over time in all iOS Stack Overflow posts?

The research questions aim to identify the important NFRs or quality requirements discussed on Stack Overflow related to iOS mobile application development. We use huge scale of iOS posts data available on Stack Overflow to investigate not only the most the important NFRs along with their trend but also the common problems faced by iOS developers. Since Stack Overflow is daily used by thousands of experienced developers and their discussions trends mostly represents the current needs of users and market trends. This will ultimately help 1) iOS developers to know what are the most important NFRs and issues that needs to be addressed first so that they can plan for them accordingly, 2) the evolution of NFRs and developers interests will aid iOS platform providers in providing more desired development support (e.g., offer a new API), 3) the evolution of NFRs trend will also help iOS developers, managers and vendors in comprehending the usage history of their products, and 4) assist software engineering academics and industry in identifying the problematic areas for iOS developers that needs further research and attention.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the data and research approach used for this study. The results and discussion of the study are explained in Section III. Finally, Section IV provides the conclusion and point out avenues for future research.

II. DATA AND APPROACH

In this section, we describe how we carried out our study in three steps. At firstly, we extracted the iOS posts data from Stack Overflow, and then applied some preprocessing steps on the extracted data. Then, we applied topic model Latent Dirichlet Allocation [20] to extract the topics of the corpus. In the last step, we match and label the topics with the identified NFRs through the wordlists defined by [21], especially suitable for the domain of software engineering.

Step 1: Extract and select SO posts: To address the research questions of our study, we extracted the posts and comments provided by a programming/social Q&A website Stack Overflow2 from 31\textsuperscript{st} July 2008 up to 31\textsuperscript{st} August 2017. The Q&A on Stack Overflow consists of a diverse range of questions about software development including mobile application development. These Q&A discussed by developers can be seeking a solution to a problem, knowledge sharing and reporting missing feature in some development tool. We used the Python library Beautiful Soup\textsuperscript{3} to extract only those posts tagged “iOS,” totaling about 525K posts and 985K comments. To address the RQ1, we mainly used two types of corpus: the “title” & “body” of iOS posts combined with the “text” of the comments and the other type only have the “title” and “body” of the iOS posts. We compare the outcomes of the two types of corpus. For addressing RQ2, we only extract the “title” and “body” of the unanswered questions from iOS posts totaling approximately 228K. For addressing RQ3, we utilize both the “title” and “body” of iOS posts and the “title” and “body” of the unanswered questions from iOS posts totaling approximately 18K.

After successful desired data extraction, we preprocess the data following these two steps. First of all, we remove all those periods (months) which have posts less than 50, since fewer posts are unusable for the sake of analysis. For example, in August 2008, there are only three posts. Afterwards, to further refine the information in the data we performed tokenization, stop words removal, and case unification respectively.

Step 2: LDA Topic Modeling: In this research study we use and construct the topic model LDA by sklearn\textsuperscript{2}. The topic model LDA is applied to extract the topics of our corpus. In LDA topic model, the topic represents the conditional probability distribution of words in a particular vocabulary. To apply LDA, it needs specific inputs, i.e., the desired number of topics parameter K, the desired number of iteration N to be carried out, and the Dirichlet parameter. For our experimental work, we selected the number of topics parameter K=20 for each of the specified periods since same words from different topics are not so frequent when the value of K=20. However, the value of K=20 is not necessarily the best choice but proved to be an appropriate value for NFRs analysis as reported in [21], [23]. Besides, we did not change the default settings for $N=1000$, $\alpha=0.05$, and $\beta=0.05$. In our experiment, the outcome of the LDA is a matrix M where rows represent the K topics of posts or comments, and the columns represent the words of the topics respectively.

Step 3: Perform Labeling of Topics with NFRs: To do NFRs analysis, we annotate the extracted topics with NFRs labels by using the ISO9126 quality model as the taxonomy of quality requirements or NFRs. We lack evidence to claim that ISO9126 quality model is the only correct and comprehensive standard available. Nevertheless, the ISO9126 quality model is the most commonly practiced software quality model at present. Thus, we deem it enough representatives to use for this research. We linked each of the quality requirement or NFR with a list of keywords, known as wordlists. The word list used in this study is the exp2; especially suitable for the domain of software engineering [21]. We match the words of the extracted

\textsuperscript{2} https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
\textsuperscript{3} https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/
topics with the words in the wordlists. If a match is identified between them, then the topic is labeled with the corresponding NFRs or quality requirement. In case no match is identified between them, then the topic is labeled with “none” since the topic is not related to any of the quality requirement or NFRs. Nevertheless, the extracted topics can also be labeled with one or more quality requirement or NFRs.

Step 4: Validating the Corpus: To assess our automated annotated results, four Ph.D. students in software engineering were invited to do the task of labeling the topics manually as a validation set. The participants were asked to label one year data (January 2016-December 2016), and they finished the labeling task in about one week. The participants looked at the extracted topics of each period (month) and the words of each topic. Then, the participants suggested the suitable label (using one or more NFRs from ISO9126) to the topic based on their knowledge and expertise in software engineering domain. Nevertheless, the participants can also label the extracted topics with “none” if they deem there is no NFRs related or linked to the topics. Besides, all of the participants did not annotate each other’s annotations. During the labeling task, the participants also utilize the original data as supplementary information associated with the extracted topics being annotated. Moreover, we are quite confident that the manual labeling of topics performed by the participants is correct since they all have enough background and expertise in software engineering domain.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Accuracy of the Evaluation

To assess the accuracy of our NFRs labeling, we primarily use the well-known metrics of recall and precision rates for our study. We chose one-year post data from January 2016 to December 2016 as the testing set and run our approach on it. Then, we compare the outcome with the results generated through manual validation set. The calculation criteria for recall and precision rate are given in Equation 1 and 2 respectively.

\[
\text{RecallRate} = \frac{N_{\text{detected}}}{N_{\text{total}}} \tag{1}
\]
\[
\text{PrecisionRate} = \frac{N_{\text{detected}}}{N_{\text{detectedall}}} \tag{2}
\]

where \(N_{\text{detected}}\) represents the number of precise NFRs labels (i.e., the NFRs or quality requirements label corresponds the manual annotation), \(N_{\text{total}}\) represents the whole number of the manual NFRs labels in our testing set, \(N_{\text{detectedall}}\) represents the whole number of NFRs labels (both correct and incorrect) generated in the experimental results through our automatic approach. For instance, if our approach labels a topic with usability, reliability, and portability, and in the manual validation set the participants labels the topic as usability, reliability, and functionality. Then, in such case the value of \(N_{\text{detected}}\) is 2 (usability and reliability), the value of \(N_{\text{total}}\) is 3 (usability, reliability, and functionality), and finally, the value of \(N_{\text{detectedall}}\) is 3 (usability, reliability, and portability). After calculating, the values of recall rate are 2/3 approximately 66.7%, and the precision rate is 2/3 approximately 66.7% respectively.

Fig. 2 depicts the calculated recall rate and the precision rate for each period (month) of our results. It is evident in Fig. 2 that the highest recall rate is 82% and the precision rate is 81% respectively of our study results averaging approximately 77% and 70.33% respectively.

B. Results of RQ1

Fig. 3 depicts the rate of six different quality requirements or NFRs using the posts data of iOS. The x-axis represents the rate or value of the six corresponding quality requirements or NFRs (i.e., the extracted topics labeled by the six corresponding quality requirements or NFRs divided by the total number of extracted topics). The y-axis represents the six respective quality requirements or NFRs. It is evident in Fig. 3 that the labels with the highly frequent topics are usability, reliability, and functionality. Efficiency and portability are less frequent NFRs or quality requirements. We did not see the maintainability NFRs. This trend of six different quality requirements or NFRs shows that the mobile application developers are more concerned about usability, reliability, and functionality. It also reveals that they come across several problems of usability, reliability, and functionality when developing iOS applications. On the other hand, they are less concerned or face fewer problems of efficiency, portability, and maintainability during application development. Besides, we also examine the rate of different NFRs in posts with user comments. The results revealed that the rate of different quality requirements or NFRs is almost similar to the results of using posts only, i.e., the highly frequent topics in descending order are usability, reliability, functionality, efficiency, portability, and maintainability (none).

C. Results of RQ2

To address the RQ2, we primarily focused on all
unanswered iOS questions on Stack Overflow with the aim to investigate the unsolved critical problematic domains. It in return will be more helpful for the iOS application developers to highlight the most challenging issues they face during development. Fig. 4 depicts the distribution rate of six quality requirements or NFRs about all iOS unanswered or unaddressed questions. It is evident in Fig. 4 that the most frequent topics remain unresolved or unanswered are labeled with usability, reliability, functionality, and portability. The less frequent topics remain unanswered are labeled with efficiency and maintainability being the least frequent among all. It means that the iOS developers are facing continuous critical problems in handling usability and reliability issues. It means that more focus should be put on usability and reliability of iOS development since developers often unable to handle them. The issues of functionality and portability are comparatively less frequent but still needs attention to have successful iOS development. The least frequent are efficiency and maintainability problems in iOS development developers face, or they can better handle it easily those issues. In future, more research is needed in this area to investigate in detail the nature of all those critical issues so that the academic and industry should come up with possible solutions.

D. Results of RQ3

To address RQ3, we only use posts data because the outcome of RQ1 determined that using posts alone and using posts along with the comments have same results. Through our approach, we label the extracted topics of iOS posts, and revealed that most of the topics are labeled with one NFR is approximately 62.39%, more than one NFR are approximately 17.93%, and approximately 19.68% are labeled with “none.”

Fig. 5(a) & Fig. 5(b) depicts the gray-scale image of the six different quality requirements or NFRs frequencies over the period. The cell corresponds to a 30-day period. The higher intensity or deep color of a grid cell represents lowest label frequency, i.e., less count of all NFRs over the passage of time. The lighter intensity of grid cell represents the higher frequency of NFRs over the passage of time. Fig. 5(a) & (b) not only depicts visually the evolution of each of the six different NFRs with the passage of time but also depicts the trend of hot or not hot NFRs in a particular timeline. Fig. 5(a) depicts the outcomes of the iOS posts, and it is evident that almost all of the quality requirements or NFRs evolve except maintainability. Nevertheless, the trends of the NFRs are entirely different from one another. The trend of usability is almost entirely stable over the whole period having the highest frequency. The frequency of reliability is higher at the start but then its trend decrease over the time. It is also evident that efficiency, functionality, and portability frequency trends are up and down over the time. The frequency of maintainability is least among all and stays constant from the start until the end of the period.

Fig. 5(b) depicts the outcomes of the unanswered iOS questions on SO. The frequency trend of efficiency, functionality, portability, and reliability is quite low at the start but then increase with the passage of time. The frequency trend of usability is the highest at the start and remains quite stable except a slight decrease is observed at the end. The frequency trend of maintainability is again the least (almost none) among all NFRs. To summarize the findings of both Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), it is evident that the trend of reliability, portability and functionality are interestingly growing not only in the iOS posts but also in the unanswered iOS questions. The trend of usability is having the highest frequency and is stable on both iOS posts and unanswered iOS questions. All these findings hints that reliability, portability, and functionality will raise the attention of the iOS developers and the usability will most probably stay hot in the coming years.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We used LDA topic model to identify and evaluate the NFRs discussed iOS development on Stack Overflow posts. Our findings revealed that iOS developers focus mostly on usability, reliability, and functionality. They are found comparatively to be less focused on efficiency and portability, while maintainability is almost neglected. The outcomes of using posts alone in comparison with the output of using posts along with comments yielded similar results. The most problematic areas left unresolved lies in usability, reliability, and functionality, which hints of more work in future these areas to improve iOS development. The trend analysis of the six different quality requirements or NFRs yielded that they change over time. The evolution of NFRs like reliability, portability, and functionality will raise the attention of the iOS developers, and the usability will most probably stay hot in the coming years. Moreover, all these findings suggest that the content shared on Stack Overflow posts should be considered more thoroughly and thoughtfully as an elicitation source for NFRs or quality requirements. In future, we welcome other researchers and would like to focus deeply on specific iOS development tool to analyze the needs and problems of iOS developers.
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